**TASK: Attaching One Touch® Wand to Stem**

*Use If/When:* Replace the wand for G71 Supervue/Everglide, G85 Duravue/Duralite, and G98 Ultravue/Magnum Vertical headrails

*Tools Needed:* Needle nose pliers

1. Our custom verticals have had two previous styles of One Touch® wands. Both of these are now obsolete. The current D-Ring wand will attach to older tracks.

2. If the hook was bent or twisted, the metal or plastic could break.

3. In June 2010, the current D-ring style wand tip was created to resolve these issues.

4. Your parts order will include a wand with tip and a “D” Ring.
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5. Using needle nose pliers, place “D” ring through stem hole in headrail.

6. Place the open end of the “D” ring in the holes of the wand tip and squeeze the “D” ring closed.

7. This picture shows the new wand attached.